SPF Pro (SmartPhone Forensic System Professional) is a forensically sound system for extracting, recovering, analyzing and triage data from mobile devices such as Android phones, tablets, iPhone & iPad. It is the next generation of SalvationDATA mobile forensics tool and is a powerful and integrated platform for digital investigations. It allows investigators to examine and ascertain relevant information from mobile devices easily and efficiently both in the field and in the lab, and helps them to recover and collect critical forensic evidence from huge backlogs of even locked smartphones using multi-tasking and intelligent analysis functions, and extract more evidentiary data in less time than ever before. As an all-in-one and user-friendly system, SPF Pro can automatically choose the best solution for extracting file system, physical, and logical evidentiary data from several mobile OS like Android, iOS, Symbian, Blackberry, etc., especially from 99% of Chinese brand mobile devices and feature phones. The extracted data includes deleted data, communications, contacts, messages, media files, clouds data, and Apps, etc.

**Abundant Brands Support**
Support widely used smartphone brands and 99% Chinese OEM brands

**Intelligent Extraction Solutions**
Intelligently provide best extraction solutions to the user according to the device being connected

**Physical Forensic Extraction**
Physically bypass OS of locked mobile devices to extract and recover all available raw data

**Multi-Tasking**
Support up to 8 tasks running simultaneously, significantly increasing efficiency

**ALL ABOUT RECOVERING MOBILE EVIDENTIARY DATA**
Abundant supported smartphone brands and popular Apps

SPF Pro could support the world’s popular smartphones and Apps, especially almost every Chinese brand smartphones. Besides, the widely used Apps are added to the support list.

Supported Brands: iPhone, Samsung, Huawei, OPPO, VIVO, MI, HTC, Blackberry, Nokia, Motorola, NEC, Dopod, Sony Ericsson, LG, ZTE, Lenovo, MEIZU, Coolpad and other Chinese brands including Chinese OEM manufacturer for overseas mobile brands.

Support almost all smartphone OS

SPF Pro support abundant smartphone with almost all famous operating systems including feature phones.

Supported OS: Android, iOS, Firefox OS, Yun OS, Blackberry, Windows Phones, Symbian, Palm, BADA, Windows Mobile, Ubuntu, MTK, Spreadtrum and other Chinese smartphone or feature phone operating systems.

Efficient data extraction and recovery

Fully optimized multi-tasking performance, support up to 8 mobile devices simultaneous data extraction and recovery based on both physical and logical levels. Helps to collect digital evidence in a forensically sound and efficient manner.

Intelligent data extraction solutions

Automatically detect smartphone model and status, intelligently decide and recommend the best extraction solutions to the user accordingly.

Real-time evidence collection

File explorer can view and extract evidence data from smartphones in real-time.

Intelligent Analysis of sensitive data

Intelligently and actively monitor and alert the user of sensitive data. Analysis items includes keywords, Apps, URLs, Phones, MDS and fully customizable.

Free software Add-Ons: Mobile Track Visualization Forensic & SQLite Master-Pro
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